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About This Game

This is a visual novel about 60 minutes in length, telling a story of memories.

"Once'" is a story which will recall the experience of many individuals. Regardless of if you're in your springtime of life having
full of dreams for the future, or if you're a matured adult who has already stepped into the society and owns a family, you will

all somehow spot traces of yourself in "Once'". Because that‘one time' not only exists in the game, but it also belongs to each one
of us. It's a heartwarming story with moments of joy and regret.

This was once in my memory.
Yet only once.

So far away
Like a glance

Even, left out in the irreversible past…

Nevertheless, I wish, please
Always be able to recall

And engrave it on your mind --
Your

Only once, in this whole life.
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Title: Once'
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Once'重置制作室, 净土制作室, 乌鸦大仙
Publisher:
净土制作室, 乌鸦大仙
Franchise:
Once
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i3 2GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 625M

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Mostly BibleThump. The name of the game is self explainorty, just based off of that you should be able to tell if you will like it
or not.

In all honesty I found this game to be very relaxing and even went through the effort of replaying a few levels.

. Unfortunately, felt like a pretty bland, generic roguelike. Nothing new and entertaining. Spawn, advanture, die, repeat. No real
hook.. If you like random humour than this game is for you :p. It's a neat idea. But i couldn't really get into it.. so... after playing
some time i regret having paid any money for this. ask a friend to try this out before buying.

pro:

#that game is quite good looking at the beginning
#sweet characters
#idea\/concept
#shiny colours

contra:

#no AI for other pet or however you call this little creatures (so you have to walk the same way twice, literally. except at
"challenges" where really both are needed)
#didn\u00b4t see much story or background
#only destination: collect light orbs to save a dying forest - no why, where, what. no sign if it matters at all if you leave orbs
behind
#physics and animations are really poor
#that short video sequences are kind of cute but the animations are way too slow... okay... little cat (bitey) coming out of some
corner...5 seconds later... still standing... turning head ... 5 seconds again... (urf :\/ )
#climbing animation of bitey totally unnatural
#restart at checkpoints after some unexplainable "deaths" (no obvious reason)

after all i will give this a second try where i\u00b4ll play a longer period of time but for this i likely need some beer and
boredom - good concept, but i\u00b4d describe that as alpha or beta - much potencial not used - a pity

i quit playing after it was getting worse with every minute

. The game seems quite entertaining, but unfortunately it apparently doesn't support changing dominant hand in game, making it
basically unplayable for a left handed person.

Anyone who left handed should stay clear of it.
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A good platformer. To complete the game, you will need to react quickly. The graphics are beautiful and pleasant.. TMD你这是渣优
化啊，玩了不到两小时，4次弹出到WINDOWS界面，2次是点卷轴，一次鼠标快了，还有一次莫名。这是塔防游戏拜托，玩到快结束的时候，小心翼翼的打3星，弹出到WINDOW
S，能忍？

Played a long time ago, the game is very good, but TMD you are slag optimization ah, playing less than two hours, 4 times back
to the WINDOWS! 2 times is click point scroll, 1 times is click fast, there is an inexplicable. This is the tower defense game
please, play to the end of the time, when i got 3 stars, !!!!back to WINDOWS, can tolerate?. Good picross game, only a few
instances of having to guess.. I got the pack it says Quest for the lost Eternia Shards Part 1 is already in my steam library but
when i go into the game its says i need to get it please fix this i payed 25 euros. A very nice, sad story. Pretty light on gameplay,
more of an interactive novel, but I was invested from the start and played through the entire 1.5-ish hours with a lump in my
throat.. Just played the first 1.9 hrs of pure bliss 10\/10
MUST PLAY

P.D.
I'm completely addicted to this game, you can play it alone or with friends and family. Waiting for new updates :v. Good cars
and guns

fix bug:
now, when the ED video play,bgm stop.

thanks Infinity.無姐姐的墨同学.. fix bug:
1. fix an error in the effect sound loop
2. optimize the performance
3. fix the splash screen problem after the OP is finished playing. fix BUG:
1, fix the white screen flicker problem.
2, repair some text can not display the problem.

Thanks @柳知萧 (weibo.com) report
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